This Title III bibliography presents books, films, filmstrips, and records that correlate with stories from selected first-grade basic reading books. The list of books is prepared from the suggested lists of the Ginn, Houghton Mifflin, Lippincott, and Scott, Foresman reading series. The bibliography includes sections about animals, birthdays, fantasy, home and family, and nature. Also included are sections of poetry, short stories, travel and transportation, and workers. The selections are listed alphabetically by author within each section. (RT)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ENRICHING THE READING PROGRAM

May Hill Arbuthnot in Children and Books says:

"Books are not substitutes for living but they can add immeasurably to its richness. When life is absorbing, books can enhance our sense of its significance. When life is difficult, they can give us momentary release from troubles or a new insight into our problems, or provide the rest and refreshment we need. Books have always been a source of information, comfort and pleasure for people who know how to use them. This is true for children as for adults."

This bibliography of children's books for various grade levels has been prepared from the suggested lists of the Ginn, Houghton Mifflin, Lippincott and Scott, Foresman reading series. It is hoped that this list will also be of great help to teachers who use reading series other than those named.

Most of the books, films and records suggested will be found in the Educational Media Center of the Joint County System of Cedar, Johnson, Linn and Washington Counties. If the teacher as a user checks the catalogues and library card files carefully, she should be able to locate most of these materials. The filmstrips suggested may be in the local district curriculum library; otherwise, the local district budget may need to provide for these materials.

Unless teachers make reading more than just a routine teacher-directed activity, children will not enjoy reading. It is the responsibility of educators of the 1960's to make reading alive and important to children. This can be done by many activities. Some of the most important are reading aloud to children and using many of the modern media suggested here. The importance of the teacher's reading aloud to all of the children cannot be overemphasized. Some time each day should be provided for this activity.

These lists have been provided for teachers of Area X. How they are used will depend on the teacher's creativity and resourcefulness.
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FIRST GRADE

SUGGESTED BOOKS AND MEDIA THAT CORRELATE WITH STORIES FROM SELECTED FIRST GRADE BASIC READING BOOKS

ANIMAL BOOKS*

Agle, Nan H., & Ellen Wilson, *Three Boys and the Remarkable Cow*, Scribner
Aldridge, Josephine H., *A Penny and a Periwinkle*, Parnassus
Anderson, Clarence W., *Blaze and Thunderbolt*, Macmillan
Anderson, Clarence W., *Lonesome Little Colt*, Macmillan
Annett, Cora, *The Dog Who Thought He Was a Boy*, Houghton Mifflin
Barrett, Lawrence, *Twinkle, the Baby Colt*, Knopf
Beatty, Hetty B., *Bucking Horse*, Houghton Mifflin
Brown, Emily, *Ball for Little Bear*, Dutton
Brown, Margaret, *The Runaway Bunny*, Harper & Brothers
Brown, Margaret, *Willie's Adventures*, Harper & Brothers
Burgess, Thornton, *Old Mother West Wind*, Grosset
Burton, Virginia, *Calico, the Wonder Horse*, Houghton Mifflin
Cameron, Polly, *"I Can't," Said the Ant*, Coward
Christensen, Haaken, *Little Bruin Keeps House*, Abingdon
Coblentz, Catherine, *Scotter, the Chipmunk*, Hale
Cook, Bernadine, *The Little Fish That Got Away*, W. R. Scott
Davis, Alice V., *Timothy Turtle*, Harcourt, Brace & World
DeJong, David C., *Alexander, the Monkey-Sitter*, Little, Brown
DeJong, Neindert, *The Little Cow and the Turtle*, Harper & Brothers
Duvoisin, Roger, *The Christmas Whale*, Knopf
Erickson, Phoebe, *Slip, the Story of a Little Fox*, Children's Press
Animal Books (First Grade), Cont'd.
Flack, Marjorie, *Ask Mr. Bear*, Macmillan
Flack, Marjorie, *The Story about Ping*, Viking Press
Foyle, Kathleen, *The Little Black Calf*, Warne
Francoise, Biquette, *The White Goat*, Scribner
Friskey, Margaret, *Seven Diving Ducks*, Hale
Fritz, Jean, *How to Read a Rabbit*, Coward
Goudey, Alice E., *Here Comes the Cottontails!*, Scribner
Hader, Berta & Elmer, *Cock-a-Doodle-Doo*, Macmillan
Hawkes, Hester, *Ning's Pony*, Coward-McCann
Hogan, Inez, *The Giraffe Twins*, Dutton
Hogan, Inez, *The Kangaroo Twins*, Dutton
Hogan, Inez, *The Little Ones*, Dutton
Huber, Miriam, *Cinder, the Cat*, American
Huber, Miriam, *Skags, the Milk Horse*, American
Hurd, Edith T., *Nino and His Fish*, Hale
Hurd, Edith T., & Clement, *Mr. Charlie's Pet Shop*, Lippincott
Ipcar, Dahlov, *Little Wild Horse*, Doubleday
Ipcar, Dahlov, *One House Farm*, Doubleday
Ipcar, Dahlov, *World Full of Horses*, Doubleday
Lathrop, Dorothy P., *Puppies for Keeps*, Macmillan
Lenski, Lois, *A Dog Came to School*, Oxford
Low, Elizabeth, *House, House, Go Out of My House*, Little, Brown
Levenson, Dorothy, *One Kitten Too Many*, Grosset
Lobel, Arnold, *Bears of the Air*, Harper & Row
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal Books (First Grade), Cont'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kay, Helen, <em>A Stocking for a Kitten</em>, Abelard-Schuman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kepes, Juliet, <em>Five Little Monkey Business</em>, Houghton Mifflin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konkle, Janet, <em>Schoolroom Bunny</em>, Children's Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kravetz, Nathan, <em>A Monkey's Tale</em>, Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino, Dorothy, <em>Buzzy Bear and the Rainbow</em>, Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino, Dorothy, <em>Buzzy Bear's Busy Day</em>, Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, George, <em>Animal Sounds</em>, Morrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGinley, Phyllis, <em>The Horse Who Had His Picture in the Paper</em>, Lippincott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeks, Esther K., <em>Friendly Farm Animals</em>, Follett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minarik, Else H., <em>Father Bear Comes Home</em>, Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newberry, Clare T., <em>April Kittens</em>, Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newberry, Clare T., <em>Marshmallow</em>, Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ousley, Odille, <em>Mr. Bear's Bow Ties</em>, Ginn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platt, Kin, <em>Big Max</em>, Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pope, Edith, <em>The Biggety Chameleon</em>, Scribner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter, Beatrix, <em>The Tale of Jemima Puddle Duck</em>, Warne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter, Miriam C., <em>Mrs. Goose and the Three Ducks</em>, Lippincott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rey, Hans A., <em>Curious George Gets a Medal</em>, Houghton Mifflin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rey, Margaret &amp; Hans, <em>Spotty</em>, Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Nila Banton, <em>Cluck Cluck's Eggs</em>, Silver Burdett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spier, Peter, <em>The Fox Went Out On a Chilly Night</em>, Doubleday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tresselt, Alvin, <em>Hi, Mister Robin</em>, Lothrop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Animal Books (First Grade), Cont'd.


Webb, Clifford, *Animals from Everywhere*, Warne

Zim, Herbert S., *Elephants*, Morrow

**ANIMAL FILMS**

A Boy of the Circus, Cornet

Adventures of Bunny Rabbit, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Adventures of Two Little Goats, Cornet

Black Bear Twins, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Brown Bears Go Fishing, Cornet

Farm Animals, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Hoppy, the Bunny, Cornet

Learning About Bears, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Live Teddy Bears (Koala), Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Mother Deer and Her Twins, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Mother Rabbit's Family, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Poultry on the Farm, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Shep, the Farm Dog, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Sparky, the Colt, Cornet

The Little Black Lamb, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

The Zoo, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Tippy, the Town Dog, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Zoo Animals, Cornet

**ANIMAL FILMSTRIPS**

Animals Get Ready for Winter, Jam Handy

At the Zoo, Society for Visual Education

Billy and Nanny, Jam Handy

Jirds in Spring, Jam Handy


Animal Filmstrips (First Grade), Cont'd.

Black Bear Twins, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Chester, the Little Pony, Society for Visual Education
Horses on the Farm, Jam Handy
Lucinda, the Little Donkey, Society for Visual Education
Pride, the Saddle Horse, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Roger's Rabbit, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Terry's Turtle, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
The Lazy Bear Cub, Jam Handy

ANIMAL RECORDS

Ballet of the Unhatched Chickens, Victor
Creepy Crawly Caterpillar, Children's Record Guild
Dance of the Little Swans, Victor
Jump Back, Little Toad, Children's Record Guild
Little White Donkey, Victor
Make Way to Ducklings, Weston
Millions of Cats, Weston
Mouse and Frog, Children's Record Guild
Tame Bears, Victor
The Little Hunters, Victor

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under number 590.

Davis, Lavinia, *The Wild Birthday Cake*, Doubleday

DeJong, David C., *The Happy Birthday Umbrella*, Little

Heilbroner, Joan, *The Happy Birthday Present*, Harper & Row

Kay, Helen, *Snow Birthday*, Farr, Straus & Giroux

Steiner, Charlotte, *Birthdays Are for Everyone*, Doubleday

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Holidays or number 394.26.*
Andersen, Hans C., The Emperor's New Clothes, Harcourt, Brace & World
Anderson, Hans C., The Ugly Duckling, Harcourt, Brace & World
DeRegniers, Beatrice, The Giant Story, Harper & Brothers
Gag, Wanda, Gone is Gone, Coward-McCann
Gag, Wanda, Millions of Cats, Coward-McCann
Gag, Wanda, Nothing At All, Coward-McCann
Jacobs, Joseph, Johnny Cake, Putnam
Kahl, Virginia, The Perfect Pancake, Scribner
Latham, Jean Lee, Alladin, Bobbs-Merrill
Latham, Jean Lee, Ali Baba, Bobbs-Merrill
Latham, Jean Lee, Hop O' My Thumb, Bobbs-Merrill
Latham, Jean Lee, Jack the Giant Killer, Bobbs-Merrill
Latham, Jean Lee, Nutcracker, Bobbs-Merrill
Latham, Jean Lee, Puss in Boots, Bobbs-Merrill
Lindman, Maj., Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, Whitman
Lindman, Maj., Snipp, Snapp, Snurr and the Gingerbread, Whitman
Nash, Ogden, Custard the Dragon, Little, Brown
Nash, Ogden, Custard the Dragon and the Wicked Knight, Little, Brown
Ness, Evaline, Tom, Tit, Tot; An Old English Tale, Scribner
Seuss, Dr., And to Think that I Saw It On Mulberry Street, Hale or Vanguard
Seuss, Dr., Green Eggs and Ham, Vanguard
Seuss, Dr., Horton Hatches the Egg, Random House
Seuss, Dr., Horton Hears a Who, Random House
Seuss, Dr., If I Ran the Zoo, Random House
Seuss, Dr., One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish, Random House
Seuss, Dr., Put Me in the Zoo, Random House
Seuss, Dr., The Cat in the Hat, Random House
Fantasy Books (First Grade), Cont'd.

Seuss, Dr., *The Cat in the Hat Comes Back*, Random House

Seuss, Dr., *The Five Hundred Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins*, Vanguard

Weisgard, Leonard, *Silly Willy Willy*, Scribner

**FANTASY FILMS**

The Country Mouse and the City Mouse, Cornet

The Fisherman's Boy, Cornet

The Lion and the Mouse, Cornet

The Little Red Hen, Cornet

The Little Rooster Who Made the Sun Rise, Cornet

The Monkey and the Organ Grinder, Cornet

The Thirsting Stones, Cornet

The Three Little Pigs, Cornet

The Ugly Duckling, Cornet

Three Fox Fables, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

**FANTASY FILMSTRIPS**

Hansel and Gretel, McGraw-Hill

Rumpelstiltskin, McGraw-Hill

The Cat Who Lost His Tail, McGraw-Hill

The Gingerbread Boy, Society for Visual Education

The Lion and the Mouse, McGraw-Hill

The Little Red Hen, McGraw-Hill

The Three Bears, Jam Handy

The Three Billy Goats Gruff, Jam Handy

The Three Little Pigs, Encyclopedia Britannica Films & Jam Handy

Winnie, the Witch, Society for Visual Education
FANTASY FILMSTRIP-RECORD COMBINATIONS

Custard and the Dragon, Weston
Make Way for Duckling, Weston
Millions of Cats, Weston
Little Bear's Visit, Weston
Where the Wild Things Are, Weston

FANTASY RECORDS

Golden Goose, Children's Record Guild
Millions of Cats, Weston
Of Brer Rabbit, Victor
Of a Tailor and a Bear, Victor
The Grey Goose, Decca
Three Billy Goats Gruff, Decca

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Fairy Tales or number 398.
Asheron, Sara, *How to Find a Friend*, Grosset & Dunlap

Asheron, Sara, *Surprise in the Tree*, Grosset & Dunlap

Asheron, Sara, *Will You Come to My Party*, Grosset & Dunlap

Baum, Arlene & Joseph, *One Bright Monday Morning*, Random House

Beim, Jerrold, *The Smallest Boy in the Class*, William Morrow

Borg, Inga, *Plump Builds a House*, Warne

Borten, Helen, *Do You Move As I Do?*, Abelard-Schuman


Duvoisin, Roger, *Veronica*, Knopf

Fisher, Aileen, *Going Barefoot*, Crowell

Freeman, Don, *Mop Top*, Viking Press

Green, Carla, *I Want to Be Series*, Children's Press

Green, Mary, *Everybody Eats*, Scott

Green, Mary, *Everybody Has a House*, Scott

Kingman, Lee, *Mikko Fortune*, Farr


Levenson, Dorothy, *Too Many Pockets*, Grosset


Lubell, Winifred & Cecil, *Up a Tree*, Rand McNally


McGinley, Phyllis, *The Most Wonderful Doll in the World*, Lippincott

Ness, Evaline, *A Double Discovery*, Scribner


Ness, Evaline, *Josefina Fibracary*, Scribner

Wynkoop, Margaret L., *Mac Goes to School*, Doubleday
HOME AND FAMILY (EVERYDAY THINGS) BOOKS

Charles, Robert H., *A Round About Turn*, Warne
Estes, Eleanor, *Little Oven*, Harcourt, Brace & World
Felt, Sue, *Rosa-Too-Little*, Doubleday
Feet, Bill, *Huge Harold*, Houghton Mifflin
Politi, Leo, *Moy Moy*, Scribner
Slobodkin, Louis, *Our Friendly Friends*, Vanguard
Steiner, Charlotte, *Kiki Is an Actress*, Doubleday
Ungerer, Tomi, *Crictor*, Harper
Ungerer, Tomi, *Emile*, Harper
Warner, Sunny, *Tobias and His Big Red Satchel*, Knopf

HOME AND FAMILY FILMSTRIPS

*Family Fun, Encyclopedia Britannica Filmstrips*

*The Family at Home, Jam Handy*

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Farm Life, Food or number 690.*
NATURE BOOKS*

Adelson, Leone, *All Ready for Winter*, McKay

Adelson, Leone, *The Blowaway Hat*, McKay

Buckley, Helen, *Josie and the Snow*, Lothrop

Craig, Jean, *Spring is Like the Morning*, Putnam


Goudey, Alice, *The Day We Saw the Sun Come Up*, Scribner


Hoban, Russell, *What Does It Do and How Does It Work*, Harper & Row


Krauss, Ruth, *Moon or a Button*, Harper & Row


Palmer, Candida, *Snow Storm Before Christmas*, Lippincott

Sears, Paul M., *Firefly*, Holiday House

Selsam, Millicent, *Nature Detective*, Scott

Symonds, John, *Away to the Moon*, Lippincott

Tresselt, Alvin, *Hide and Seek Fog*, Lothrop

Tresselt, Alvin, *The Mitten*, Lothrop

Tresselt, Alvin, *White Snow, Bright Snow*, Lothrop

Tudor, Bethany, *SkiddycocK Pond*, Lippincott

Wahl, Jan, *The Howard's Go Sledding*, Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Zion, Gene, *The Plant Sitter*, Harper

Zolotow, Charlotte, *In My Garden*, Lothrop

NATURE FILMS

Children in Autumn, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Children in Spring, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Children in Summer, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Nature Films (First Grade), Cont'd.

How Mother Helps Us, Cornet

Spring is an Adventure, Cornet

Spring on the Farm, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

The Seasons of the Year, Cornet

Winter is an Adventure, Cornet

Winter on the Farm, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Seasons, Plants or number 500.
POETRY BOOKS*

Aldis, Dorothy, Before Things Happen, Putnam
Arbuthnot, May Hill, Time for Poetry, Scott, Foresman & Co.
Association for Childhood Education International, Sung under the Silver Umbrella, Macmillan
Austin, Mary C., & Queenie Mills, The Sound of Poetry, Allyn & Bacon
Brewton, John E., Gaily We Parade, Macmillan
Brewton, John E., Under the Tent of the Sky, Macmillan
Brewton, Sara, & John E., Bridled with Rainbows, Macmillan
Brown, Helen A., & Harry Heltman, Let's Read-Together Poems, Harper
Chute, Marchette G., Rhymes About Ourselves, Macmillan
DeLaMare, Walter, Rhymes and Verses, Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Drinkwater, John, More About Me, Houghton Mifflin
Edgar, Madalen G., A Treasury of Verse for Little Children, Crowell
Engvick, William, Lullabies and Night Songs, Harper & Row
Farjeon, Eleanor, Poems for Children, Lippincott
Farrar, John, Songs for Parents, Yale University Press
Fenner, Phyllis, Time to Laugh, Knopf
Ferris, Helen, Favorite Poems Old and New, Doubleday
Field, Eugene, Wynken, Blynken and Nod, Follett
Field, Rachel L., A Little Book of Days, Doubleday
Field, Rachel L., Poems, Doubleday
Fyleman, Rose, Fifty-One Nursery Rhymes, Doubleday
Gay, Zhenya, Jingle Jangle, Viking Press
Geismer, Barbara P., & Antoinette Sutter, Very Young Verse, Houghton
Hubbard, Alice, & Adeline Babbit, The Golden Flute, Day Co.
Huber, Miriam, Story and Verse for Children, Macmillan
Huffard, Grace T., Laura Carlisle & Helen Ferris, My Poetry Book, Winston
Hughes, Rosalind, Let's Enjoy Poetry, Houghton Mifflin
Larrick, Nancy, *Piper, Pipe That Song Again*, Random House
Lenski, Lois, *Songs of Mr. Small*, Oxford
Lewis, Richard, & Ezra Keat, *In a Spring Garden*, Dial
Milne, A. A., *Now We Are Six*, Dutton
Milne, A. A., *When We Were Very Young*, Dutton
Moore, Clement C., *Night Before Christmas*, Lippincott
O'Neill, Mary, *Hailstones and Halibut Bones*, Doubleday
Ousley, Odille, *V is for Verse*, Ginn
Petersham, Maud & Miska, *The Rooster Crow*, Macmillan
Richards, Laura C., *Tirra Lirra*, Little, Brown
Tippett, James S., *A World to Know*, Harper & Brothers
Tudor, Tasha, *Wings from the Wind*, Lippincott

**POETRY FILMSTRIP-RECORD COMBINATIONS**

The Owl and the Pussy Cat, Weston
Wynken, Blynken and Nod, Weston

*These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.*

---

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Short Stories, number 810 or number 821.*
Aesop, Aesop's Fables, Lippincott

Aldis, Dorothy, All Together, Putnam

Andersen, Hans C., Fairy Tales, Walck

Anglund, Joan W., A Poctufful of Proverbs, Harcourt, Brace & World

Association for Childhood Education International, Told Under the Blue Umbrella, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told Under the Green Umbrella, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told Under the Magic Umbrella, Macmillan

Bailey, Carolyn S., & Clara Lewis, Favorite Stories for the Children's Hour, Platt & Munk

Child Craft, Folk and Fairy Tales, Field Enterprises

Child Craft, Friends and Adventures, Field Enterprises

Child Study Association of America, Read Me Another Story, 1949, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, ReadMe Another Story, 1951, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, Read-to-Me Storybook, 1947, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, Read to Yourself Storybook, 1954, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, More Read to Yourself Stories, 1956, Crowell

Chute, Marchette, Around and About, Dutton

Coatsworth, Elizabeth, The Giant Golden Book of Cat Stories, Simon & Schuster

Cole, William, The Birds and the Beasts Were There, World

Crane, Lucy, Household Stories, Macmillan

Dasent, Sir George Weber, Popular Tales from the Norse, Putnam

Dobbs, Rose, Once Upon a Time, Random House

Emerson, Caroline, Pioneer Children of America, Heath

Farjeon, Eleanor, The Old Nurse's Stocking Basket, Walck

Farquhar, Margaret C., & Oscar Weigle, Bedtime Treasury of Children's Stories, Grosset & Dunlap
Short Stories (First Grade), Cont'd.

Fischer, Aileen, *Cricket in a Thicket*, Scribner

Fischer, Aileen, *In the Woods, In the Meadow, In the Sky*, Scribner

Grimm, *Tales from Grimm*, Coward-McCann

Gruenberg, Sidonie & Matsner, *Favorite Old Stories*, Doubleday

Gruenberg, Sidonie & Matsner, *Let's Read More Stories*, Doubleday

Huber, Miriam, *Story and Verse for Children*, Macmillan

Hutchinson, V. S., *Chimney Corner Stories*, Putnam

Lubell, Winifred & Cecil, *Green is for Growing*, Rand McNally

Martignoni, Margaret, *The Illustrated Treasury of Children's Literature*, Grosset & Dunlap

McCord, David, *Far and Few*, Little, Brown

McGinley, Phyllis L., *All Around the Town*, Lippincott

Mitchell, Lucy Sprague, *Here and Now Story Book*, Dutton

Mitchell, Lucy Sprague, *Another Here and Now Story Book*, Dutton

Poole, Sidman P., Thomas Barton & Clara Belle Baker, *From Season to Season*, Bobbs-Merrill


These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of the books may be found in the card catalogue under numbers 821 or 810.*
TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION BOOKS*

Brenner, Barbara, Barto Takes the Subway, Knopf
Burton, Virginia L., Choo Choo, Houghton Mifflin
Dolbier, Maurice, The Magic Bus, Grosset & Dunlap
Fisher, Aileen, Where Does Everyone Go, Crowell
Gramatky, Nerdie, Little Toot, Putnam
Knight, Clayton, The Big Book of Real Helicopters, Grosset & Dunlap
Lenski, Lois, Little Airplane, Oxford
Lenski, Lois, Little Fire Engine, Oxford
Piper, Witty, The Little Engine That Could, Platt
Scarry, Richard, Tinker and Tanker and Their Space Ship, Doubleday
Symonds, John, Away to the Moon, Lippincott
Webber, Irma E., Anywhere in the World, Scott

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under number 620.
WORKERS BOOKS

Brown, Marcia, Henry Fisherman, Scribner
Buchheimer, Naomi, Let's Go to the Library, Putnam
Evers, Alf, The Brave Little Steam Shovel, Grosset & Dunlap
Floethe, Louise & Richard, The Farmer and His Cows, Scribner
Flora, James, Grandpa's Farm, Harcourt, Brace & World
Freeman, Don, Norman the Doorman, Viking Press
Goodspeed, J. M., Let's Go to a Supermarket, Putnam
Greene, Carla, I Want to Be a Postman, Parent's Magazine Press
Greene, Graham, Little Red Fire Engine, Lothrop
Hittie, Kathryn, A Letter for Cathy, Abingdon
Hurd, Edith T. & Clement, Mr. Charlie's Farm, Lippincott
Israel, Marion, About the Tractor on the Farm, Children's Press
Levenson, Dorothy, The Day Joe Went to the Supermarket, Grosset
MacDonald, Zillah, Fireman for a Day, Messner
Merrill, Jean, Tell About the Cowbarn, Daddy, Scott
Nodset, Joan L., Who Took the Farmer's Hat, Harper
Sootin, Laura, Let's Go to a Farm, Putnam
Tooze, Ruth, Policeman Mike's Brass Buttons, Children's Press

WORKERS FILMS

City Fire Fighters, Cornet
Communications for Beginners, Cornet
Fire Exit Drill at Our School, Cornet
Letter to Grandmother, Cornet
The Food Store, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
The Fun of Making Friends, Cornet
The Telephone Truck, Cornet
Our Post Office, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Street Safety, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
The Grocer, McGraw-Hill
The Fireman, McGraw-Hill

WORKERS FILMSTRIP-RECORD COMBINATIONS

Hercules, Weston
Mike Mulligan and His Steamshovel, Weston

WORKERS RECORDS

Hercules (Fire Engine), Weston
Let's Be Firemen, Children's Record Guild
Mike Mulligan, Weston

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Cities Library or Water Animals*
Brown, Marcia J., *Little Carousel*, Scribner

Brown, Margaret Wise, *Big Red Barn*, Scott

Brown, Margaret Wise, *Willie's Adventures*, Scott

D'Aulaire, Ingre & Edgar, *Don't Count Your Chicks*, Doubleday


These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.